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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1933

rATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

VOLUME XXXII. No. 35

Delta Gamma Members
Dr. Porter, Y.M.C.A. Executive,
Instruction Prof. E. M. Little
Compiling
Manualj
Addresses Student Convocation In Pharmacy
Will Entertain Northwest
May Change

“American Youths Have Demonstrated That They Can Take Their
Blows Standing' Up,” Lecturer Declares

1Laboratory Book Is Designed to Show
Direct Application of Principles
j

Province of Fraternity

A new type of laboratory manual'
designed to show the student more Local Chapter Will Act As Hostess of Convention to Be Held Here
direct
application of basic principles
This Week-End; National Vice-President and District
At the second convocation of the year, Dr. David R. Porter, general] ^ p ^ t o n ! R e S m l i f c ^
is being compiled by Prof. E. M. Little
secretary of the National Council of Student Christian associations, told
Secretary Are to Be Honor Guests
Four-Year Course
of the Department of Physics.
the student assembly yesterday afternoon in Main Hall auditorium,
“Often, to attain high accuracy, very
that the nation is gradually finding a new simplicity of life and that A copy of the fourth edition of the indirect methods are .used th at be
The local chapter of Delta Gamma will act as hostess to the north
American youths have dem onstrated^
Pharmaceutical Syllabus,’* prepared wilder the student as to the funda west province of the fraternity at a convention to be held here this
that they can take their blows stand
by the American Pharmaceutical asso mental principles involved,” Professor week-end. Mrs. J. Walter Bingham, the first vice-president of the
ing up.
ciation, the American Association of Little stated. “If it is to be a choice
Oakes Will Pick Managers
national organization and a prominent lawyer of Palo Alto, Cal., and
In his lecture on “American Stu
For 1933 Football Season Colleges of Pharmacy and the Amer between high accuracy or understand
* Mrs. Harry Draper of Seattle, province
ican Association of Boards of Phar ing of the fundamental principles, the
dents and the Depression,” Dr. Porter
secretary, are to be honor guests.
macy, has recently been received by former should be sacrificed although
"See America first.” Or join the
explained that American students rec
College Knowledge Program
Chapter delegates and the schools
From the
the local school. Its main purpose is frequently both can .be secured. The
ognize the threats of economic trou Grizzlies- and tour the West. What
they will represent are: Barbara CasOver Station KGVO
the outlining of the course Of instruc |simpler apparatus necessary with this
ever the slogan, the opportunity is
bles, political strife and possibilities
tleman,
University of Washington;
tion to be followed Jn obtaining the type of experiment also makes for
ripe, for Coach Bunny Oakes has
of wav. Students of today analyze
Sylvia Evans, University of Alberta;
Tonight! 8:30 to 9 o’Clock
Bachelor of Science degree in phar-| " n()my
issued his annual call for football
national conditions more carefully.
Margaret Tarbell, University of Ore
manager aspirants. The candi macy.
The manual will be made up of Dr. J. W. Howard will give “Some
* T THE Charter Day convocation
Education Paramount
gon; Jessie Applegate,’ Whitman col
dates will learn the trade of a
In September, 1932, students began mimeographed loose leaf experiment Scientific Facts About Alcohol.”
a last Friday, one of the subjects
Never before have students been [
lege; Catherine O’Neil, University of
football manager under the super the new four-year minimum course sheets which are provided with blank Kathryn Bailey will offer several
^interest discussed was the question so concerned about the processes of
Idaho, and Dorothy McRae, University
vision of 1932 Varsity Manager
in pharmacy and the Syllabus an paces for data and calculations. This violin selections.
^ g reater student participation in education. There is a feeling of cheer
of British Columbia. The guests will
Milton W ertz and the watchful
nounced in the latest edition th at after will eliminate the "useless bore” of
arrive Friday afternoon.
indent government. Insofar as stu- fulness, courage and hope th at I do
eyes of Bunny Oakes.
1935, no minor degrees other than the writing up the object, procedure, calsnt self-government is concerned, it not find on-Wall street or any other
In addition to three business meet
All interested men are request Bachelor of Science will be given for ulatlons and conclusions which ,are
sems to us a good idea, generally financial center, among the students
ings there will be a formal banquet .
usually copied directly from a labor
ed to meet with Oakes in his office a four-year’ course.
[leaking. In a democratic nation, each everywhere.
on" Friday evening at the Florence
in the men’s gymnasium a t their
New courses which are highly rec atory manual anyway, and allows the
(dividual is brought up believing that
Ihotel, a tea dansant a t the chapter
‘One by-product of this thoughtful convenience, sometime in the near
ommended by the Syllabus are a class student to use all of his time on cal
Is opinion is as good as, if not better ness is a spirit of futility and frustra
(house
Saturday afternoon, and a for
future.
in insecticides, another in biological culations.
jin,, his neighbor’s. Each individual tion which is touching a small group
mal breakfast Sunday morning. One
The aspirants will act as man assaying, experimental pharmacology Dr. Little is using some of these
fcmands his share of the noise iti throughout the college- life of the na agers during this spring practice
■epresentative
from each fraternity
and public health studies which is also experiments in his classes now and
dicing the will of the mob. But indl- tion. This was felt by the youth of session and active managers for
and sorority on the campus has been
reports excellent results. •
recommended
by
the
NationalPublic
iduals so often are not qualified to Germany right after the war, and
invited to meet the guests a t the tea
the 1933 season will be selected
Health Service. The* School of Phar When Prof. Homer L. Dodge, field
ave opinions on the questions asked noticed again in the experience of from those reporting.
dansant on Saturday.
macy in making changes necessary to secretary for the American Associa [Spring Grid Season Will Get Under
jj them, and the mob voice then be* England five years ago, when the bur
Former students and alumnae of the
Way March 6 or 13; Many
conform as nearly as possible to the tion of University Professors, was
bmes as meaningless as a Marx den of taxes seemed Insurmountable.
local chapter who will be guests are:
here
he
was
impressed
with
the
idea
suggestions of the Syllabus. I t has
Will Turn Out
Mothers’ conversation. To be sure, the Many of our upperclassmen are be
Margaret
Morgan, Butte; Annie Jean
and
said
he
hoped
it
would
be
pushed.
Ioffered a provisional four-year course
tadents at a university are expected ginning to wonder, perhaps for the
for the past 20 years but the third- He stated that some of the work be When the first football bounds over ’Stewart and Betty Torrence, Hamil
p be of higher intelligence than the first time, if there is any use in going I
ton;
Nelle
Porter, Stevensville; Mar
ing
done
in
the
physics
laboratories
(and fourth years were largely elective
Dornblaser field this springs it will be
yerage citizen. Therefore, students ahead with education. Why prepare
O’Connell, Kalispell; Gladys
with practically no pharmacy courses. here was superior to that in larger the signal for more than one hundred garet
I
it a-university are always thoroughly for a vocation when in six or sixteen
institutions having more elaborate Grizzly gridsters to swing into action. Schuck, Spokane, Wash.; May McFar
“While the School of Pharmacy,
jpgnizant of the problems faced by! months they will join the army of un
land, Billings, and Dorothy Duval,
quipment.
There will be men of two years’ ex- 1
,vith its present faculty, will be unable
Ihemselves, as individuals and as a employed, any way? They are now look
Anaconda.
perience
mingling
with
men
who
have
J
.6
offer
any
new
courses,
a
number
froup. Besides, as thinking individ ing intently for uncrowded fields of
School of Pharmacy and Phi Sigma )t changes may be necessary in
donned a football suit for the first Hostess committees will be: the
uals, they all see the right answer to endeavor..
Will Co-operate in Presenting
time. All will start,-the spring prac alumnae committee—Mrs. Donovan
courses which are already being given
he questions propounded. I t is a nice
Financially Depressed
Biology Subjects
tice season on the same level—the 1Worden, Mrs. Francis Peterson and
In order to meet the new recommenda
jheory Actually, we believe that stuStudents in our American colleges
newcomers have the same opportunity 1Billie Bateman; active chapter com
tions," Dean C. E. Mollett explained.
jents are fairly well satisfied with the
the officers, Sylvia Sweetman,
have move ihiancial worries than be-1 The School of Pharmacy and Phi Leading pharmacists throughout th e 1 Taking advantage of the cent-a-mile of being the lettermen of 1933 as have mittee:
i
fpice that they have in our present tore They are more thoughtful of the Sigma, honorary biological society,
president; Virginia Cooney, vice-preslcotiiUry are realizing the absolute •ailroad rates for Washington’s birth the lettermen of 1932 and ’31.
system of government. .The details are
future and more concerned about the will co-operate Thursday,eyej, ng n necessity of the new four-year course day, the Montana Mountaineers have
March 6 or March 13, the weather M l Jaaicc Sladler, secretary; Eileen
id the hands of a Central Board, and
the showing of two series of films in
and many state boards will not pass scheduled a skiing party this week must decide, is the date of the open-. IJennings, treasurer, and Lynda Jane
(he students are acquainted with the process of education," he said.
the assembly rqpm of the Forestry
end on the Continental Divide at
Dr.
Porter
cited
an
instance
a
t
the!
students
who
are
not
four-year
mini
ing of another grid: Jh season tor the BracBiaw er. corresponding secretary.
sets of the board through publication.
building.
Other commutes are headed by
mum course graduates. Our school Blossburg, 99 miles from Missoula.
State University. Bunny Oakes be-;
Perhaps if reasons for the acts were University of Michigan. There were
The
group
will
leave
here
on
the
Louise Harden, Ruth Riedell, Bunny
Nutrition
and
Dental
Health,"
:any students-attending th at institu
has attained the highest possible na
gins his third year as mentor 'o f
published more frequently and student
6 o’clock train Saturday morning.
O'Leary, Jean Gordon, Catherine
two-reel film, concerned with the
Opposition were given a chance for tion who could not afford to pay board record - of researches carried on for tional rating, being a member of the Those who wish to return the same Grizzly pig skin endeavors. The two Coughlin and Lynda Jane Bruckexpression, there would be less grip a t the regular houses. They banded several years in some of the largest j American Association of School of day may return on the afternoon train. seasons past have been far from sat hauser.
ing. about “high-handedness," even together, forming a socialistic eating universities throughout the country in Pharmacy while our; entire faculty is Many of the party are planning to isfactory in the effort to balance the
though the final decision might be club. The club membership jumped a study of nutrition and its relation composed of men who are members of stay over the,week-end as there will wins and the losses. New blood, new
life, new fight and new desire may
Unchanged. After all, it is the charge from 40 students to 150 in a few days to healthy teeth and gums, will be the American Pharmaceutical associa be available accommodations.
tion. The Montana State Board o:
do the job, at least, so believes Coach!|
that the faculty is directing student and is still growing.
presented by the School of Pharmacy Pharmacy is a member of the National The Mountaineers extend a cordial
“I
believe
th
at
some
of
the
highest
Oakes.
administration of students that has
at 7:30 o’clock.
Association Of Boards of Pharmacy.’ invitation to anyone wishing to par
Will Avoid Conflict
aroused any disapproval of the pres qualities of education arise from bull
ticipate in the excursion. “As the train
Immediately after the showing of
sessions and informal chats among
The early date7 for the start of the
$
“
ent system.
takes
the
party
rig
h
t'to
the
skiing
Martin
Grande
of
Lennep,
senior
in
the
pharmacy
film’
four
reels
of
bio
students, because they tend to stimu
season and the arrangement of the Proposed Boseman Hall Would Hate
logical subjects will be presented by the Law school, was initiated into Phi country, it is . not a strenuous trip,’ schedule was decided upon so that
late
student
thought,”
he
said.
M S l e “tnres
OMETIMES, in the midst of the
IPhi Sigma. Living cells, spiders, wild Delta Phi, national honorary law fra said Prof., E. M. Little, who is ii
Montana Stndents
shmen who plan to compete both
' preparation of a term paper, the I
Two senior architects at Montana
flowers, molds and yeasts and root ternity, Sunday morning a t 12 o’clock. charge of the trip.
in track and football may do so this
“Students
of
Montana
University
State College have submitted drawings
cramming for an examination, the
and plant growth, will be shown on
spring. The first five or six weeks
for the proposed new student union,
press of meetings of one sort or an have sprung from famous pioneer the screen. Members of the faculty
may be devoted to football and the
building on that campus. These draw
other, and the physical irritations of stock,” said the educator. “You are of the Department of Biology will ex
. . |
e*
gr%
j
. •
r|
(remainder o f spring quarter to track.
ings convey some idea as to what a
lack of sleep and a headache, we won __ oud of it and th at greater pioneer plain the films as they are shown.
TWb pian was agreed upon by coach building of this type would consist of.
der if: college is as valuable as we spirit still lives within you, probably The Castle Films company of New
___________ .
IOakes and Coach Adams.
dormant
in
many
cases,
waiting
only
Tlie plans contain such features as
have been told. We wonder if we are
York furnished
the School of Phar
.................
| Oakes contends that it is impossible
really intelligent /enough to be get be liberated in various channels.” ihacy with the pictures dealing with ,£Jsjg Eminger Is Only Woman Member of Staff to Offer Speech l0 0ver-stress the importance of a ballroom, a little theater, barber
Dr.
Porter
believes
th
at
there
is
not
shop and beauty parlor, howling al
ting a ^college degree, or if it is just
dental health, while Phi Sigma ob
spring practice. The short duration
For Commencement Programs
leys, a dining room, fountain and grill,
a surface smartness that is getting us I _ great deal of difference between the tained the biological films from the
of the fall session, as allowed by the hook store and offices for various stu
by. We wonder if we are learning student of the east and the student Wisconsin University Extension Di
■,
.
. .
*• .
. f
1 1
j 5 0 1Pacific Coast conference rulings, dent organizations. In addition to
the
west
with
the
exception
th
at
anything except strings of statistics
Eighteen members of the State University faculty have prepared j o Ileaves little or n0 time for other than
vision, Bureau of Visual Insturuction
and opinions, voiced by our instruc the eastern undergraduate spends of the University of Wisconsin at peeches for commencement programs at high schools throughout the j (raining and the grounding of funda- these there would be card rooms,
loung^ rooms and a meeting room for
tors and text-books, which we are ex- more money.
Madison.
mentals and formation functions are
the student senate.
.v
jpected to quote back. We wonder if For more than twenty-five years Dr. An invitation to attend the joint state. A list of the speakers and their subjects was sent to each high obtained only during the spring.
Porter
has
been
with
the
national
school
in
the
state
last
Friday
to
give
the
commencement
committees
The plans are a part of the students’
all the fuss about meetings, the rows
showing has been extended by the
Recent Rule Changes
council
of
the
Y.M.C.A.,
with
offices
ample
time
to
make
their
selections;®
;
'
;
classwork
in
senior
design
problems.
rabqut athletics or student opinions,
The recent action of the National
New York. He is at present on a School of Pharmacy and Phi Sigma to Elsie Eminger, assistant professor in|»*_ » '« » « “,,a
s' ie““ ' . ° “
-are as important as they sound. We
all university students, druggists, den the Department of Foreign Languages, “Commencing What?” and “Threat Rules committee in the revision of
western
speaking
tour.
After
spending
fwonder if we wouldn’t be inclined to
tists of Missoula, and members of the
and the Promise of Tomorrow.”
certain long-established playing rules
ftlaugh, pityingly, a t ourselves if we the week-end visiting his daughter! Parent-Teachers association and any is the only woman member of the fac
ulty on the list. Her subject is “The Darrell R. Parker, debate coach and created another problem to be solved
firere a few miles up, looking down. Istlier and Jean, who are enrolled at one who may be interested.
this spring. Now, whenever the ball
Instructor
of
public
speaking,
offers
Potentialities of an American Youth
We wonder if we will be amused at the State University, he left for the
All pictures and illustrations are
:hoice of four subjects: “The World is downed inside of a marker 10 yards
having taken all this so seriously, east yesterday, immediately after ad depicted in such a manner th at no un Movement.”
Recent additions to the “New Book
Other speakers and their subjects Tomorrow," “A New Call to Duty,” from the sidelines, the ball is. put in
■gWhen we are a few years Older, look dressing the convocation.
Shelf" in the Library reading room are
pleasant memories linger in the mindsl
are: E. A. Atkinson, associate profes ‘The National Nemesis” and “The play 10 yards into the playing field.
ing back.
“John Brown, the Making of a Martyr"
of the. au d ie n c e .Illu stra tio n s of the
sor of psychology, whose subjects in Fifth Horseman.” C. H. Riedell, pro The revision of the clipping rule
by Robert Penn W arren; “Gordon
teeth and skulls of ancient Egyptians
clude “Vocational Education for the fessor of fine arts, will speak on “The necessitates more mechanical caution
OW th at one more Masquer proj
Craig and the Theatre," a record and
and American Indians are shown and
-n
the
part
of
offensive
players
in
cut
Creative
Genius
of
Man,”
“Art
in
Re
New Economic Order" and “Person
duction is in the past tensej
an interpretation by Enid Rose; “The
explanations for the small amount of
ality and Social Adjustment” ; Paul A. lation to Life" or “The City Beautiful.” ting down the opposition. Now offendiseases
to
which
they
were
subject
£wouId: like to mention a fact th at was I
players cannot run into a de Odyssey of Homer,” newly translated
Bischoff, assistant professor of for “Man’s Place in Nature” and “Seeing
■called to our attention last week. Fori Distribution statistics on the circu are given. Growth of the root and eign languages, “Life’s Handicap” Through Others’ Eyes” are the sub fensive player from either side 6r the into English prose by T. E. Lawrence;
block or in an attempted!“A Quaker Forty-niner,” the adven•the past two years, none of the majorl lation of the January issue of the root hairs-of radish and bean, the life Rev. Jesse W. Bunch, professor of rc jects offered by Dr. J. P. Rowe, pro rear in
productions of the Masquers has beenl _Irontier magazine, compiled iji the cycle and different periods In the life ligion, "Civilization Turns a, Corner- fessor of geology.
block. The penalty for clipping has tures of Charles Edward Pancoast on
American. “The Devil’s Disciple” was office of H. G. Merriam, editor, shows of the spider, stages in the growth of What of Its Luggage?” ; Rufus A. W. E. Schreiber, chairman of the been cut fron^ 25 to 15 yards so that the American frontier, edited by Anna
; set: in America, but the author is Eng- Missoula with a percentage of 18.6, wild flowers, growth and life cycle of Coleman, associate professor of Eng Department of Physical Education, officials will not be so hesitant in Paschall Hanuum; “Robert Barnwell
Rhett: Father of Secession,” by Laura
|Ji8h. We are not rabidly American] State (balance) 13.6; Washington, the common bread mold will be seen lish, “Youth and the Present Crisis,” will discuss “The Social Side of Rec jailing the foul.
There are many other minor re-|A . White of the University of Wyom!; and we have enjoyed most of the Mas- Oregon and Idaho 12.6; rest of United jn tlie biological films.
or “Learn or Perish";. Dr. .Freeman reation” or “The Olympic Games:
■quers’ plays. But somehow, the Eng- States 53.2 and foreign countries, 2.
Daughters, dean of the Schoobof Edu Their Relationship and What They visions which deal with line play but]ing; “Shakespeare’s Ideals of Womanhood," by George William Qerwlg;
v
».
Vlish accent gets boring and the foreign Of this distribution Montana has a i _ .
cation, “The Crisis in Education,” Should Mean to the American Boy.” are not of a nature that will be noticed
total
rating
of
32.3
per
cent
while
the
G
T
l
Z
Z
l
y
Y
e
a
r
l
i
n
g
s
the average fan in the - stands. ■‘Greek and Roman Mythology,”' by
pjtmospliere monotonous when admin
The National Outlook,” and “Weak 'The Old Order Changeth,” "Science
William Sherwood Tax, president of
However,
these
revisions
must
be
con
iste re d in too-large doses. We feel Northwest area has a total of 44.8 per
n
Relation
to
the
Social
Order”
and
nesses of a Democracy” ; R. L. Housthe University of Western Ontario;
i'sure th at there are some plays of on :ent. *
——--------man, associate professor of journal- 'Education and the Future” are the sidered -by the players on the field and
“Literary Hearthstones," by Hannah
The
statistics
table
shows
41
states
0Y 'A m ericans that would -be suffi[
Coach Snick Lockwood’s yearlings ism, “Do I Live j n a Well?”, “Within subjects offered by Dr. J. W; Severy, they m ust accustom themselves to
More; “The Letters of Dastoyevsky to
fpiently excellent for Masquer pres and the District of Columbia receiving meet the Missoula high school quint These Four Walls,” or “The Univer- chairman of the Department of Bot proper interpretation.
The Monday conflict between spring His Wife,” translated from the Rus
entation and we think we might enjoy copies of the Frontier magazine as in a return game at the high school sity of the Commonplace"; Robert C. any.
■ell as the territories of Alaska, Pan* gymnasium tomorrow evening a t 8 1Line, dean of the School of Business
^seeing them.
Dr. F. 0. Smith, chairman of the football and Military Science drill lan by Elizabeth Hill arid Doris Mudie
ma Canal Zone and Hawaii. Foreign o’clock. Admission price for State j Administration, “In Spite, of the De- Department of Psychology, will dis will, as in the past, prevent practice and “Don Francisco de Quevedo Vil
legas” by Luis Astrana Marin.
Bill Wallinder of Havre, former Uni- countries that receive the publication University students is 25 cents.
jpression” and “The High School Grad- cuss “Four Keys to a Successful n th at day. Men not taking military
Career” or “Education—A Privilege drill may be in uniform Mondays and : Additions to the New Shelf are made
fiifersity student, was in Missoula Mon] are Italy, India, France, Germany,
This game is perhaps the last before uate Faces a New Ei
every week and books are accessible
Russia,
Poland,
Spain,
Wales
and
»r
up
.under
the
supervision
of
; day. He was on his way home from!
the final contest of the Cubs with a Dr. Edward M. Little, associate pro and a Responsibility,” and Hampton
to all students. Over-night circulation
^Thompson i%lls, where he officiated Japan. ’
team, as yet unannounced, as the lead | fessor of physics, will speak on “The K. Snell, assistant professor of eco the coaches.
‘s given also for these books.
in a basketball tournament over the |
of an
Experimenting nomics, will speak on “The Citizen
off for the Grizzly-House of David Challenge
Jane
Power
and
Sarah
Lou
Cooney
Leola
Stevens
spent
the
week-end
Pfeek-end.- He has been selected
World” ; W. E. Maddock, professor of. and Present Day Economic Problems,"
contest on February 27 here.
Ralph Cowden, a formor student,
if.one of the officials for the state have returned to Missoula after spend The starting lineup for ’the Cubs education, on "Society, Education, and ‘'Planning Our Economic Futuro” or at her home in Poison, returning to
has returned from Moscow, Idaho.
ing the week-end at their homes in
Missoula Sunday afternoon.
pjasketball tournament, which will
the Crisis"; Dr. .T. E. Miller, professor "Challenge of the Times..’’
has not ns yet been determined.
Helena.
§jheld at Great Falls soon.
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Early S tart
Is Scheduled
For Football

Series of Films
Will Be Shown
Thursday Night

Mountaineers Plan
Week-end Ski Trip

Student Architects
Plan Union Building

S

IEighteen Faculty Members Prepare
Addresses tor Graduating Glasses

“New Book Shelf”
Has Many Additions

N

Frontier Circulates
Throughout World

Play Tomorrow
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Th e Broadcast

With the

Communication

Fraternities

When you have a good Idea, | j | |
thing should be done with it. The id
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
SOCIAL CALENDAR
upon which Aber Day rests is a good
University of Montana.
one, and I ’ve been wondering if j j ,
Friday, February 24
necessary to throw away the whou.
Interfraternity ............................................................................. Formal
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Plil Sigma Kappa
structure Just because somethin*
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Saturday, February 25
seems
to have gone wrong $ fj| ^
Phi Sigma Kappa was founded at
Alpha Chi O m ega...........................................................................Fireside Massachusetts Agricultural college, machinery.
Subscription price, 32.50 per year.
Alpha Tau O m ega.........................................................................HauntedHouse
The most frequent reaction o n e |f|
Amherst, Mass., in 1873. In 1908, Iota
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Alpha Xi D e lta .............................................................. Installation Ball Nu, the local chapter which became from the average student on the f§§|
tion
of Aber Day is that "there
Mu Deuteron of Phi Sigma Kappa in
Delta G am m a........................................................................................TeaDansant
1923, was established on the Montana anything to. do.” The average student
Phi Delta T h e ta ..............................................................................NoveltyDance
JOHN B. CURTIS................................................................. .......EDITOR
:campus. Iota Nu of Phi Sigma Kappa has plenty to do every day. If the day
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA Zeta C h i.......................................................................................... Fireside was first organized as Internos club isn’t going to be full enough, he
RICHARD SCHNEIDER............................. ...... BUSINESS MANAGER
Delta Gammas busily polishing up
which was an outgrowth of the “House to sleep or makes plans for taott
Another week-end of social activity is over. Outstanding among 'of Jericho" the first campus organ things to do. Aber Day used to keen
the ol' shack for their district con
vention this week—Prexy (Pete) Me- the campus functions were the Community Chest informal dance and ization. At the time of its establish everybody busy, but with a larger ©.
loy getting a big hand after his talk the South Hall Tie Ball which took place Saturday evening. The Com ment on this campus, eastern news rollment and a relatively 8malfcr
number of new tasks, It has been in:
at the Convocation—Emma (Hl-Jlnx)
Flash in the Pan?
munity Chest dance, given at the men’s gymnasium, was patronized by papers credited Iota Nu as the
Bravo acting as Collegiana sales
“strongest local fraternity in the creasingly difficult to keep up interest
'
A possible ray of light, endeavoring to dispel the gloom and fog woman in Main hall—Dicks Schneider both University students and tow ns-^........ —--------in an activity which does not tax the
United States.”
„
of the present student-faculty situation, was the convocation of last and Shaw conferring on weighty prob people. At the Tie Ball, chaperons Betty Jane Lochrie of Butte, Eliza- Since that time Phi Sigma Kappa individual and at times even bong
for the evening were Prof, and Mrs. beth Riefenrath of Helena, Phyllis
Friday morning. Faculty members were acquainted with major student lems of Varsity' Vodvll—Jess (“Alum C. F. Deiss, Capt. and Mrs. Fred Fisher of Butte, Ruth Russell and has been among the most prominent him. This reaction indicates that tfe
grievances and, for the first time, students were made to see that the nus”) Trelchler preparing dummies of Rogers, .Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller Betty Williams.
fraternities on the campus, and is es-., entire Aber Day machinery needs a
administration is willing, even anxious, to meet them on common the summer school bulletins for the and Elvira Hawkins. Kappa Kappa Alpha Chi Omega entertained Helen pecially outstanding in athletics. As a j thorough^ overhauling,
State University of Montana—Robert
Couldn’t everyone have enough to
Gamma featured a Golden Key Cabaret Halloran and her sister, Inez, of local, previous to 1921 its members
ground, the better to thresh out mutual problems.
(IV.) Buscy watching the motley mob
had earned 91 football letters with do on Aber Day if only half the day
The convocation was the best attended and most enthusiastic of at the Charity Ball—Cappy Coughlin, at the Elk’s Temple Friday evening. Anaconda, at dinner Saturday. Eleanor seven captains; 22 basketball letters, were expended on actual labor and the
M argaret Bielenberg and Phyllis Fish- Speaker was also a guest,
recent years, with the exception of pre-Aggie game get-togethers. Eileen Jennings and Ruth Perham
other half spent in certain studeat
pr accompanied by Paulie Keith’s orLorraine Lewis and Alice Berland with 5 captains; 14 track letters with
There are two possible explanations for the good turnout and the fine selling carnations for sweet charity's chestra furnished entertainment dur- were dinner guests a t the Alpha Xi 2 captains a n d '8 baseball letters and activities?
one captain. Since th at time such ath One of the big difficulties is the
spirit shown: an honest desire on the part of several hundred inter sake—Lawyers* reverting to childhood ing’ the evening. The guests included Delta house Sunday.
and throwing snowballs from ' the.
number of students assigned . to cer
ested students to learn and understand the problems confronting them, steps of their stately edifice—Walt Phyllis Fisher, Patricia Torrence, Sunday dinner guests a t the Alpha letes as “Jelley" Elliot, football cap- tain tasks. To create more work the
lain; Eddie ChinBke, football captain;
in order that they may be more expediently cleared up; or a rather Pool deciding not to remove the south Betty Jane Lochrie, Butte; Inez Hal- Chi Omega house were Dorothea Eder,
majors in the various departadi&
“Big
Lou”
Vierhus,
football
captain
accurate hunch that a lot of interesting things were going to develop, end of the bleachers with the For loran, Anaconda; Elizabeth Rlefen- Mary Emmett and Mila Parkins,
might well clean, repair and put aim
raff, Hejena; Nelle Fox, Tana MacPhi Delta Theta entertained a t a and Pacific Coast conference tackle;
esters’ truck—Kappas enjoying their 1
apparatus under the supervision™ as
which would help to make a good show of the convocation.
Donald, Hannalee Headley and Mary Mother’s Tea on Saturday afternoon Waldo Ekegren, All-American mention
formal dance until 12:30—by special
instructor or other competent “bon.*
We hope, sincerely, that the former reason accounted for the en permission of Dean Harriet Rankin Lou Mason. The chaperons were Mrs. from 3 to 6 o’clock a t the chapter football player; “Wild Bill” Kelly,
Nearly all th e'laboratories face: the
thusiasm. There is a possibility, if enough interest is shown by stu Sedman—Marj Shaw saying good J. S. Keith, Mrs. M. E. Ferguson, Dean Ihouse. Mrs. F. H, Cooney, president baseball and football captain; “Wild Oval so th at no one need feel isolated
Horse” Rafferty, baseball captain;
dents, that a series of like meetings will be inaugurated which will rig h t to two boy friends a t the same: Harriet R. Sedman, Dr. and Mrs. C.rof the Mother’s club, assisted.
Students come early in the morain,
H. Clapp, Prof, and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch, The Minerva club held a tea a t the "Home Run” Jimmy Murphy, baseattempt to go further in the effort to bring about a feeling of under time—Journalists suffering from
Dean and Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Dean and Sigma Alpha Epsilon chapter house' boll captain; “R um " Sweat and Emil A ,ter tho>' h a w ,lniahe<i Hwlf alWw
tasks, they havent' a lot to do M |
standing and a sympathetic regard for the other fellow’s troubles. spring fever.
Mrs. C. H. Leaphart and Dean and for the actives and pledges on Sunday Perey, track captains, have been
among the members of this fraternity. usually walk around until noon. How
More student speakers, representative of the controversial hot-beds
Mrs. R. C. Line. More than seventy- afternoon from 4 to 6 o’clock,
GIVE THE LITTLE GAL A HAND!
ever,
after lunch, they have done all
on the campus will be asked to speak, thus shedding more light on our
five couples, including members of the
Sunday dinner guests a t the Phi Twice in the history of the fraternity
the walking around they wish to do
I will not change my present shape
alumni and invited guests, were enter- Delta Theta house were Majors W. H. has Mu Deuteron chapter had captains
problems. At the same time, we would be gaining a better insight to By cutting out some relished dish:
in all m ajor sports for one current and are apt to go home for the ntt
the faculty attitude. If the interest shown by the large attendance My paunch shall be, as shall my nape, tained a t the Phi Sigma Kappa "Cof- [Root and W. H. Hammer of F o rt MIs- school year. That was in 1915-16 of the day. Even to wait until 2 o’dect
fee P a n ’s” Friday evening. “Coffee soula.
for High Court is too long and SFriday should be permanent, a continuance of such meetings might Not sylph-like, snake-like o r waspish.
Dan’s” has been one of the unique At the Alpha Phi house Rachel Spaf- when the fraternity was a local and
My stomach is my own: my form
prove of lasting benefit to the general University morale.
again In 192G-27. Aside trom these )ogioal- 11 the day's act“ ‘
‘
dances on the campus for several |ford was a week-end guest.,
j
done
by noon, why not have High
Is what my talents with the fork
years and is Phi Sigma Kappa’s most Alice Lamb was the dinner guest of captains, the names of Kermit Eke Court a t 1 o'clock?
Have made it; and if It’s not the norm outstanding social event. Prof, and IBetty Kellehcr a t the Sigma Kappa gren, Tom Moore, John Page, Milt Rit
The program for the alteram
The g reat result was pleasant work. Mrs. A. K. Smith, Prof, and Mrs. J. w j house Sunday, and Dorothy Miller was ter, Scotty Martin, Don Foss, Emil
How Will This Affect R.O.T.C?
Let other co-eds trim themselves as Severy and Prof, and Mrs. R. L. Hous- the guest of Joy Browning,
Ostrum, Steve Sullivan, “Dainty” Han might include, in addition to High
The case of Ennis H. Coale and Wayne Lees versus the University
\
Court,
a baseball game between wonper
man were chaperons. Sigma Phi Ep- At the Zeta Chi house Betty Colby sen, Ted Mellinger, Lynn Thompson
of Maryland has attracted nation-wide attention. Among those who The modish silhouette, not I.
en students and men faculty memfaen :
sllon was host a t an informal dance was a dinner guest of Kathleen Mor- and Gussie Scherck a re found on the
and some intram ural games. A
have supported the boys or condemned them is Orvel Johnson, of the I shall not seek e’^r to incur
a t the chapter house Friday n ig h t rison Sunday afternoon and Sunday Phi Sig roster.
R.O.T.C. Association, who is quoted in the Baltimore Sun as saying A bean-like stature; I would die.
Prominent Phi Sigma Kappas at would conclude the day’s acUvMai|fi|
Among the guests present were Mr. evening Virginia Thomas was a guest,
I think this or a sim ilar plan tot
that the stand of the boys at the University of'Maryland against mili And so I say, whate’e r my weight,
and Mrs. Leroy Dixon, James Sonstelie | Doris McMillan of Superior spent tending the University at; present in
Aber Day will result in more.student
tary science is but a part of a carefully planned campaign the country Let come w hat will to hulk and aoul: and Tom Coleman. Chaperone tor the the week-end a t the Sigma Kappa clude Bob Hendon, Chief Grizzly Bear
I am the captain of my freight!
Paw, Yell King. Silent Sentinel end r terei,t end better ce-operatloh.'lto.
evening were Dean and Mrs. R. C.|houi
over. It is, he asserts, a Communistic propagandization of college I am the m aster of my dole.
Line and Mrs. Elizabeth AsendorL
Esther Lentz was a dinner guest at 1931-32 A. S. U. M. preeldent; Scotty te™ or t00rt<* ” h“ nllr<’d P " * *
youths.
—Mallory Stevens.
Stratton, Junior clans president, Yell not
m l'? through work lira.
________
the Alpha Phi house Sunday
The Army and Navy Register declares the case involves “a principle
Corbin Hall
Emiline Gould of Victor was a guest King; Dazz Furlong, Jock Couglll, They m M t ala0 plaJ t0* eUler- J
Bear Pews: “Squint" Peden, present j
MAMIE NICOLE^;
that is vital to the very life of the nation.” For "If misguided youths Men’s minds are not lulled to rest
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was at the Zela Chl hou8« over the weekholder of state interacholastic 220are to claim exemption from military training on account of religious Over the gals who are blase-est.
a dinner guest Friday.
en<1Hawaii;
Charles
W.
Needham, foraer j
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Howard were! Jaek Jeffer80n was a dinner guest yard dash record. Members of this president of George Washington sM- )
beliefs, they should be confined to those sects which have through the
fraternity have been prominent in
In
order
to
prove
to
the
doubting,
dinner
guests
last
n
ig
h
t
After
dinat
tlle
Sigma
Chi
-house
Sunday,
veraity;
Frank
L.
Packard,
Melvfik j
years steadfastly held to the doctrine of non-resistance. These are
blase collegians th at this is a “pretty uer, Mr. Howard spoke on “What Your Jobn Cornwell and son, Irvin, and other campus activities such as Hi- D. Post, authors; George B. Cortelyoa.
well known, and do not include the great denominational churches of good old world after all,” we take Future Employer W ants to Know
W* Howard were dinner guests Jinx, and honorary organizations, and former postmaster-general, Secretory ]
the country.
pleasure in broadcasting the following About You.”
a t the Delta Sigma Lambda house last year the chapter won the Varsity of Commerce and Labor; Amoe V. ]
Vodvil cup.
“If a youth may evade military service because he claims to be a proofs th at virtue is Its reward; th at Anna Mae Hyder of Phlllpsburg and | Stindmy.
Faculty members belonging to this Woodcock, director of national-pro- j
optimism
is
rife,
and
th
at
some
public
Betty
Ann
Anderson
of
Garrison
spent
Mrs- c Larson and Berenice
conscientious objector as a member of the Methodist church, he may
hibition enforcement; Howard flan, I
officials, a t least, are on their toes:
the week-end a t their homes.
Larson were Sunday dinner guests at fraternity include Dean T. C. Spauld
claim such an exemption because he is a member of any other denom*:
ing, Prof. Fay Clark, Prof. Robert governor of W est Virginia; Ferdinui ]
------ Gertrude Jaqueth of Kallspell was p ® °®Ita DeIta Delta house.
Foch, m arshal of France; Daniel Wil
ination, and we will find the slackers and evaders claiming such exemp Said Maestro Rudy Vallee: “I would | a Saturday dinner guest.
®G1 Vlasoff was a dinner guest at Housman, Darrell Parker and Coach lard, president of Baltimore and Ohfe j
tions when their services are needed in an emergency. That cannot like to express my deepest apprecla-l Doris MacMillan was a guest of lbe Delta Sigma Lambda house Sun- A. J. LewandowskL
{railroad, and Karl W. H. Scholz, ecofr
Prominent local alumni are Wal
be, and the churches would not have it so.”
tion to my parents and ancestors for Helen Groff a t dinner Sunday.
day*
omist.
lace Brennan, Roger Fleming, Dr. J.
The women of Corbin hall were I
“
Undoubtedly the question will not be settled in a very short time. the talent I may possess.”
S. Marshall. Clarence Coyle, Donj
hostesses a t a tea Sunday afternoon
Cut of Town
It involves too many schools and students who will claim to think the
Iioblitt, Elm er Stowe and Roy Adder“I am going to see to it th at we from 6:30 to 6:45 o’clock. The invited Leola Stevens spent the week-end at
same as the Maryland men.
h o lt
have no more public improvements.” guests were North and South halls, jber bomo In Poison.
Ever since the compulsory military training idea was inaugurated Mayor (Tammany) O'Brien of New Delta Delta Delta sorority, Delta Slg- Kathryn Coe returned Sunday after A few of the prominent Phi Sigma
* Almost as enchanting and
Kappas belonging to this chapter are
ma Lambda fraternity, and all Univer- spending the week-end in Dixon,
somebody has found something to say about it and most generally York.
charming as the gay wool
sily students living in private homes.
Sylvia Sweetman and Janice Stadler Ray T. Nagle, attorney-general of
that something was not in favor of the training. We do not like to
Music was furnished by the “Kampus were w«®*-end guests of Mrs. Robert Montana; G. O. Baxter, vice-president
frocks with ingenious capes,
see students forced to do things they do not like, but many of those “I am a firm believer in the idea Kings.” Marjorie Miles, Annie Evans Robbs ,n Corvallis.
o f . the United States Building and
th at we do not know how little we
same students derive benefits from the training which they would have know about what we can do.”—Alfred and H arriet Gillespie entertained with Jean C°rdon 8P«nt the week-end in Loan, Butte; Thomas J. Davis, former
gold button-trimmed, wide
ITT
International Governor of Rotary and
received nowhere else. Many a man has discovered the value of co P. Sloan, Jr., of General Motors.
nusical selections. Assisting were Dr. Ham,lton wIth h er P aren t,
belted and the newest of
and Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Prof, and Mrs. A. Delta Sigma Lambda announces the now attorney in Butte; Arthur Matt
operation and obedience through such military training.
son,
Wall Street attorney; Dauiel Me-1! novelty knits, are the luscious
H.
Weisberg,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
Ames,
pledglng
of
13,11
Vlasoff,
Harbin,
Man“I hate people. I hate everything.
Auliff, School of Mines coach; Dick
As a man I liked Meester Roosevelt. Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Elrod, Mrs. Mary cbur,a*
color names.
Mrs. Caroline B. Avery, social di- Crandell, photo editor. New York Her
As a president I w ant to keel. I w an tlE- Ferguson, Mrs. Jeanette Wayne,
Indifferent Collegians
to keel all presidents. In Italy 10 Miss Ruth Hazlitt, Miss Winona rector at the Kappa Delta house, was ald-Tribune; Earl Duffy, publicity de
We, who have been dubbed indifferent collegians, are attributed by
hostess to the Kappa Delta Mothers’ partm ent Portland Cement assoclayears ago, I want to keel the Keeng, Adams and Miss Wllletta Brien.
Picture that smart dress
various authorities as not being interested in affairs of vital importance but I cannot get to heem.”—Thus
; Robert Warden, state editor,
.
club Thursday afternoon.
Great Falls Tribune; Ralph Neill, diyou desire in the enticing
to ou( country. When France defaulted on her war debts last Decem spoke Guiseppe Zangara, last week.
North Hall
•ector of Associated Press for North
Week-end guests a t North ball were
ber 15 we were almost willing to agree that students did not care
shade of shadotone, lemonwest, Seattle; Edwin Stanley, financial
about what was going on in the world outside their individual campus. After prolific psychoanalysis tests, |*noz Halloran of Anaconda, who was
iditor St. Paul Dally News; E. M.
skin, old gold, apple red, let
two
eminent
Washington
specialists
the
Suest
of
her
sister,
Helen;
Phyllis
There seemed to be little comment on the empasse and we thought
Body, author and publisher, San F ran
rep o rted ‘th at they had reached the Ffober of Butte, the guest of Ruth
tuce heart, lime juice, cab
that students had either not read about the situation or were not con conclusion that Zangara “was slightlyjRussell and Elizabeth Riefenrath of
cisco.
Nationally prominent Phi Sigma
cerned about it. However, in a French class it was recently revealed anti-social."
v
[Helena who visited Betty Williams.
bage green and hyacinth blue
Kappas include Henry Seidel Canby,
to us rather forcibly that there is a strong resentment on the part of
....
Mrs. L. W. Hall of Malta Is spendfrom
Sociologlsts are now contending that ing a week with her daughter, Kath-1 State University Women Debater editor Saturday Review; A rthur L.
the majority of students for her defalcation.
Dean, president of University of
it may be w(se to legalize intoxicantsjerine.
And Dillon Nonual College
Because of a new angle on student thought that we obtained, it is because “such beverages offer a time- Betty Jane Lochrie of Butte is
Will Compete Here
fortunate for us that we happen to be taking a course in French where tested escape from reality for the spending several days visiting Joan
L Abbe Constantin, by Halvey, is being translated. The group was masses" (which includes moBt colle Greene.
Montana’s debate seasou will open
translating a portion of the text wherein the author compared the gians). The difficulty, however, is for Sunday dinner guests were Carol Thursday evening when a women’s
Enroll Immediately for 1933
masses to obtain time-tested bev Wells, a guest of Eleanor MacDonald team from the State Normal college
Vacancies
American and French attitudes toward money. Halvey revealed him the
erages.
Miss
Charlotte
Russel
and
Phyllis
at
Dillon
will
meet
the
State
Univer
self as believing the French to be thrifty and economical and Ameri
Fisher, guests of Ruth Russell; Mrs. sity women’s team in Main hall audi E. L. Huff Teachers Agency
cans as an extravagant and spendthrift race.
One cannot escape from the reality
Missoula, Mont.
L. W. Hall, the guest of her daughter, torium a t 8 o’clock, Coadh Darrell R. 508 Wilma Bldg.
This class, which is not a discussion group, seldom strays from the of not very-near beer.
Katherine, and Mrs. N. Fuller who was Parker announced yesterday. The
beaten path or the study of French but due to material being trans- And stronger beverages are apt to the guest of Vera Miller.
University team will debate the af
J L
argument arose concerning France defaulting on her war make the escape from reality a little Mrs. N. Potter of Greenough was the firmative side of the question, Redinner
guest
of
hor
daughter,
Eleanor,
jsolvod
“That the United States
debts. One member of the class, of direct French descent, took the
realistic. And complete.
at North hall Saturday.
Should Agree to Cancel All War
French view of the question and the balance embraced the American
Louise Voorhees and Veronica Mc- Debts.”
B arrister etudes with an axe to grind
side. A heated argument started and revealed the students to be well- Soon leave Biackstone far behind. - Cuno were Saturday dinner guests of The two debaters who will appear
TODAY and WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
versed upon the subject. The discussion was only discontinued when
Phyllis Kiggins.
Thursday evening for the State Uni
WARREN WILLIAM
REGIS T00MEY
the instructor realized the intense feeling, that was arising and quickly Have you ever tried to argue with
versity are Elinore Shields and Dor
— in ~
— in —
At (lie Fraternities and' Sororities
one of the. embryo lawyers on the
resumed the lesson at hand.
othy Leonard. Miss. Shields is a soph
Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha omore in the School of Business Ad
campus?
“Employees
Entrance”
“State Trooper”
If students seem indifferent to many matters, it is due, no doubt, to
Theta house Sunday wore D. R. Porter ministration and transferred here
Decidedly Different
the fact that those who find us so do not probe deep enough into our
HURRAH;! SPRING IS HERE!
and his daughters, Esther and Jean, from the School of Mines last year
STARTING THURSDAY
general make-up to find out whether we have opinions concerning (Classified a d ): Lady wants to meet and Elinor© Marlowe.
and was a member of th at school’s
FRIDAY SIGHT OSLY |
RUTH CHATTERTON
certain subjects or not. We do think about factors other than those lady with $1,000 or $2,000. Purely Sarah Lou Cooney and Jane Power debate team. Miss Leonard is a soph
— in —
“ Dr. JEKYLL AND
spent the week-end at their homes in omore in the Department of English
revolving around our immediate collegiate world and it is with a defi sporting proposition. Box X-141.
Helena.
“ Frisco Jenny”
MR. HYDE”
and this Is her first year in dobate
nite feeling of resentment that we hear ourselves called “indifferent.” A Prof once cried in despair:
Week-end guosts at the Alpha Tau work. Mr. Parker, debate coach, said
“Why in the world should I care
Omega house were Jim McCade of that the names of the members of the
7 BIG ACTS
YOUR DATE FOR MARCH 8
Helena and Pock McFarland of Bill Dillon team have not been received.
It has been brought forth recently that Mahatma Gandhi must have What tripe is turned out, '
200 People
VARSITY VODVIL
When there’s more than a doubt
ings. .
spent some discomfiting moments while in college. It certainly would
That I’m turning out more than my Saturday night dinnor guests at the
VARSITY
VODVIL
Rigger
ami
Retter
Tluiu
Ever
Scabbard and Blade will hold initia
have proved embarrassing had he lost his pin.
share?”
Kappa Kappa Gamma house were tion of pledges tonight.
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Forensic League
Opens Activities
Thursday Night
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Phi Delta Theta,
Montana Grizzlies Drop
Grizzly Cubs
Sigma Chi Stand , p
G am e
First Contest of Series
)rop
Even In League'
r Garni
To Fast Pocatello Squad
To Dreamers
'rnuk

Whirlwind Game Keeps Audience Thrilled as Advantage Is Seesawed
From Grizzlies to Tigers; Game Ends With Score 46-44;
Second Game Will Be Played Tonight

Flnnngnn Has Best
For Three Games, Bowls
Total of 611 Fins

Page Three

Sporty Vents

Free Throw Contest
Close Decisions
Enters Second Round
F eature M Club
Seventeen men qualified for the sec
Elimination Fights ond round of the.State University free

The suggested series between the
School of Mines and the State College
for the state basketball title will not
throw contest, which will end Friday.
be held as the faculty athletic board McCall, Griffin and Herwig Survive These riven' are the survivors of the
of the Bozeman institution has for
Inltinl Battles; Wrestling
97 who entered the first round.
Tilt Is Forced Into Extra Period bidden the games because -they would
Starts Tomorrow
The contestants and their scores
be detrimental to the players’ scho
But Freshmen Are W eak;
are: P. S. Smith, 21; Hultine, 20; Tom
lastic standings.
Evenly-matehed fighters and close Milburn, 19; Wheaton, 19; Orris
Score 47-41
decisions featured the M club elim Hawks, 18; Ben White, 18; Fred
Fighting against an early over The Bobcats have played 25 games inations held in the merits gymnasium O'Dell, 18;' Hall, 17; G. Hinman, 17;
whelming lead, the Grizzly Cubs man this season and will close their sched yesterday afternoon.
Roy Quanstrom, 17; R. Jacobs, 16;
aged to force the Frosh-Dream squad ule against the University of Utah this
In the heavyweight division, Rodney R. Lewon, 16; P. Manning, 16; D.
week.
Ceil,
16; W. Murphy, .16; W. Goble,
McCall, Missoula, won a decision In
tilt Friday into an extra period, only
16, a nd’ D. Duncan, 1G.
to drop the contest 47 to 41. McDon “Formerly,” said Coach Schubert the second round from Roy Nelson,
These .men will throw another 25
Anaconda, after both fighters had
ald and ICnievel carried the s'coring Dyche, “only the Mines, the Univer
dealt punishing blows from sta rt to tosses by Friday, and the best eight
load for the two clubs, the former for sity, Carroll and the College have been finish. Nelson tired in the second scores will be chosen, and will qual
the Dreamers and the latter for the considered major athletic competition. round and was an easy target for Mc ify for the third round. Four will be
This year, by the Mines’ system, every Call's body and head punches.
picked to enter the finals, and the
yearlings.
school has been advanced to the major
Warren Welton, Townsend, and Lyle contestant throwing the best score out
The Dreamers opened the contest class. If we play the Mines and win
of 100 attempts, will win the contest.
with a fast- attack th at accounted for two games from the Miners they, Griffin, Inverness, featherweights,
many of the tallies. Must before half would still figure, by their percentage fought an even ‘battle which was straight lefts found their m ark often.
time a scoring spurt by the Cubs method, th at they were the cham finally won by Griffin in the second
Bill Veeder, Big Fork, was absent
round. Griffin won the decision by and will fight Ernest Logan, Chicago,
brought the period totals to Dreamers pions.”
using a straight *left which finally next Wednedsay. W restling elimina
25, Cubs 15.
broke through Welton’s guard.
Coming out of the rest session, the
tions, which were to sta rt Monday,
“In the meantime,’’ the coach con
Probably the feature match of the were postponed until tomorrow.
Cubs settled down to tight guarding tinued, “Montana State College still
and playing for the breaks. The holds the State basketball title on the afternoon was the torrid battle of the
breaks came and a t the final whistle,) grounds that it has ,-not been beaten Ughtheavy division, between Felix
the scoreboard showed, Cubs 39 and for it and that it has the best major Hardison, Wallace, Ida., and Lincoln
Steam Spotted and Pressed
Dreamers the same.
competition record; - the Mines may Landall, Missoula. These boys were
Showing the strain of experience, claim it also, that- is their privilege, very much in earnest about winning
6 5c
the Dreamers forged ahead in the apparently.”
the fight arid went an extra round to
Fashion
Clnb
Cleaners
overtime moriety and accounted for 8
prove it. Blows were sent hurtling
Phone 2661
Delivery
tallies while the Cubs registered only Waseda university of Japan will all over the ring, some landing and
once.
- have a baseball team touring the west- dealing punishment while others came
within a hair’s breadth of the referee's jf J D I J III IH I III IIII III IIII Illllllllllllllllllllll|5
Lineups and summary:
Dream Squad (47) FG FT PF Pts spring and the State University has nose. Hardison secured two knock- —
Emery, f .............. . ... 2 1 • 3 5 been asked for a date some time in downs while Landall was credited
with one. In the extra round with
Jones, f ..................... ... 0 0 0 0' April.
E
both, fighters almost exhausted, Hardi |E • They Bark for Themselves

Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Chi
Intram ural Bowling teams were
placed in a two-way tie Saturday when
The State University Grizzlies fell before the College of Idaho, 46- the latter took two of three games
44, in a whirlwind game filled with thrills from the opening whistle from the leaders.
to the final gun last evening in the men’s gymnasium. Never was the Howard Hazelbaker, S. A. E., rolled
score more than five points to either team’s advantage and in the high single game with a score of 220,
closing minutes o( the contest the®--------—
---------- 1 nd Tom Wigal, Phi Delta Theta, was
scores of both clubs balanced. Mulllca,
a close second with 213. Frank Flan
guard for the invaders, accounted for
agan had the best score for three
16 points, the highest individual total.
games with an average of 204, or a
total of 611 pins, and Hazelbaker was
D ahlberg of the Grizzlies followed
second with 596.
with 1 2 tallies.
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu
W ith 20 seconds to p laj, only one
played off a previous undecided series'
field g o a l separated the two aggrega
which was won two out of three by
tions. Idaho had the ball and never
the Sigma Nus. The Sigma Nu squad
Wins Annual Contest beat the game record held by the
it to attempt the toss which would
By Placing in All Events
Sigma Chi team with a total of 997
even the count
Gathers 23 Points
pins.
t Free Throws Freqnent
Sigma Chi
2nd 3rd Total
1st
The game was decided by the free
Swimmers from the Sigma Alpha F la n ag a n ___ 201 210 200 611
throw route. Montana dropped IS Epsilon fraternity gathered points in
168 131 441
field goals for 36 points and the Tigers every event to win the first annual W hlttinghill . 142
accounted for 34 of their points by the intram ural swimming meet a t the Schell ____ ....... 191 131 193 516
123 476
W
o
rd
e
n
____
....
172
181
field goal method. Idaho registered State University.' The scores of the
__ _ ...... 129 148 119 396
Roe
on 12 of 17 attempts a t gift tosses but competing teams were: S. A. E., 23;
Phi Delta Tiieta
the|(Jniversity scored on 8 of 16 free Phi Sigma Kappa, 18; Kappa Sigma,
Sullivan ....... .... 184 162 135
shots.
16; Independents, 13, and- Sigma Wigal ....
..._ 213 167 180
So far this season the Tigers havel Chi, 10.
Curtis .......... ... 135 104 140
lost four games: two to Rick’s colfl. The feature of the tournament was Dummy ........ .. 140 140 140 420
lege and one to the University ot Idaho the p(,rtormance lurne(I
by Joe Tur. C u r r ie ______ .-. 166 211 188 665
and one to Brigham Young university, rell, the Kappa Sigma one-man team,
Sigma Nu
leaders of the Rocky Mountain confer who took .16 points to win the individE
for
ence. Twice, earlier in the year, the ual scoring honors, and place his fra
son won a hard-earned decision.
Tigers walloped the School of Mines ternity in third position. He was first
.... 0
166 392
Tire last fight proved' to be a closein Butte. Tomorrow and Thursday in the lOOryard free style race, first
142
524
... 2
decisioned scrap with Fred Herwig,
they meet the Mines in return games In the 220-yard free style swim, sec
.-. 152 187 183 522
........... 3
0 2 6 Miles City, winning over Leland Tay
in|Butte.
Totals ..................... 21
ond in the 40-yard free style and sec
lor of Troy. At most times during
S. A. E.
Thomas Breaks Ice
ond in the plunge for distance. Turrell Henningsen ... .. 153 129 124 406 Cubs (41)
Bergquist, g .... ___
0- 1 0 1 the fight, both boxers stood toe to
West,
f
............._.........
184
149
472
...
2
also
stood
out
in
the
semi-finals
Wed
Vickerman
....
..
139
0
Lindeberg,
g
....
............
1
1
2
3
0 4
toe and traded swift, sure, punches. =
At the opening whistle, Thomas of
CIGARETTES, 15c; 2 for 25c
118
382
TINS,
30c
Herwlg’s body punhees seemed to take E
Idaho, took a pop pass in the vicinity nesday, when he set a new State
133 352 Knievel, c ..................
effect In the sec'oni! round hut Taylor’s | a m i l l ........... . .......................... . ......... .
of the foul line and sank a long one University record for the 40-yard free
_
196
220
596
ISO
arm shot for the. first scoring of the style with the time of 19.9 seconds.
Other individual scorers were Rob Yebis Chi
game. Quickly coming in for a try,
503
141
Lcute was fouled by McDonald and e rt Bell, Phi Sigma Kappa, with 16 Heagy ..............
123
41'
registered one of his attempts. The points; Albert MacArthur, S. A. E. Vidro _!...........
440
with
11,
and
Lincoln
Landall,
Inde
Barnes
____
....
Grizzlies were missing many easy
420
Dummy -------shots by not being in posilion. Carte pendents, with nine.
420
went in for Eagen for the visitors. On
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was the only Dummy ......._..
Knppn
Sigma
the tip, three short passes and Carte group to enter a team for the 160142 104 . 355
was under the basket to drop a field yard relay and was given five points Anderson ____
140 140 420
goal. The score was 5-0. McDonald for th at event. As an extra attraction, McCarthy _ ......
191 185 566
broke lose and broke the ice for the the S. A. E. relay team raced a team Silfast _______
172 163 460
Lewon
______
picked from the other entries, and
Grizzlies.
150 200 528
C^Phomas of the Tigers scored fast on lost by inches after a thrilling race. C a ld e r_______
Won Lost Pet.
Jack Erkkila said of the meet, “The Team standings:
the next tip on a sleeper. A free
. 12
Phi
Delta
Theta
....
S picy leaves of
throw allowed another counter fori tournament was very successful, and
. 12
Idaho. Two quick passes, Heller to I expect to have a lot of new material Sigma Chi .— ....
Turkish tobacco
. 10
Pox to Brown left the score, 8-4. Kat- to work with. I believe th at we can Sigma Nu ---------are strung to dry
. 8
A. E____
sflometeS took the ball on an Idaho shape up a team to make the going
and cure in the sun.
Kappa Sig ............
break-up of Montana’s passing attack tough for the State College.”
Yebis C h i _______
The results of the finals are:
and dribbled the length of the floor
to |score. Shortly after Hileman j 40-yard free style—MacArthur, S. A.
Turrell, Kappa Sigma; Angland,
hooped a long one from a difficult!
side angle. McDonald broke loose to S. A. E.; LaCasse, Independent. Time
travel the length of the floor in a fast —20.5 seconds. 100-yard free style—
dribble and sink one from under the Turrell, Kappa Sigma; MacArthur,
S. A. E.; O’Neill, Phi Sig. Time—
hoop.
61.7 seconds. 220-yard free style— North and Corbin Halls Are Victorious
Visitors Lack Stature
In Opening-Games of Tournament
Turrell, Kappa Sigma; Bell, Phi Sig;
A definite lack of inches seemed not
Raff, S. A. E.; Landall, Independent.
to deter the boys from Idaho. They
North hall playing Town Team No.
Time—2 minutes, 53' seconds. 100fought the Grizzlies on an even basis
won by a score of 34 to 10, and
yard backstroke—Bell, Phi Sig; Lan
and jumped with the best of the home
Corbin
hall playing Town Team No.
dall, Independent; Roskie, Sigma Chi;
team. Bob Carte, Tiger captain, led
won, by a score of 45 to 18, in the
MacArthur, S. A. E. Time—1 minute,
his team from the floor and played
seconds. 100-yard breast stroke— opening games of the Independent
a‘ fine offensive and defensive game.
Basketball
tournament
Bell, Phi Sig; Bippus, Sigma Chi; Women’s
Leute, the shortest man on the floor,
Cooney, S. A. E. Time—84.2 seconds. played Wednesday night a t the
was an outstanding defensive player,
Diving—Bippus, Sigma Chi; LaCasse, women’s gymnasium.
shopping many Grizzly scoring threats
Individual high scorer for the Wed
Independent; MacArthur, S. A. E.;
nsder the basket Katsilometes and
Bell, Phi Sig. Plunge for distance— nesday evening game was Carol Wells
Pennoyer, alternating at the pivot,]
Landall, Independent; Turrell, Kappa of Corbin hall, who captured 20 points
mad? it hard for Heller and Dahlbergl
Sig; Bell, Phi Sig; Hawke, S. A. E. for h er team. Peggy Wilcox of North
to ^control the tip. The fight of both
Distance—46 feet, 5 inches. Relay— hall was second high .point winner
Outfits was frequently stirring the |
S. A. E. (Angland, Cooney, Raff, Mac with 16 points.
fans to cheering outbursts.
Miss Maud Carland of Missoula
Arthur).
y.;)Vith two minutes to play in the I
county high school, and Marion Davis
first period, Mullica sank one from the noyer and Hinman for Hileman. Score, served as officials. Vivian Bower and
side. The game was beginning to get] Idaho 37, Montana 34.
Carol -Hambleton were timers, - and
rough. Leute fouled Hileman, whol The advantage seesawed back and Ruth Niclcey and Lois Elda Howard
inverted the one free throw allowedl torth and twice the score was evened were scorers for tire games.
Dahlberg followed to the back-boardl and always tire Tigers rallied after a
and tipped in a field goal. Pennoyer Grizzly spurt. With four minutes left
STUDENTS WITHDRAW
went in for Katsilometes. Pennoyer] the count was 43-all. Mullica took a
got the tip and Thomas scored. A sleeper to register and Fox missed one
Geraldine Knievel of Butte, and
double foul was called and the half Iof his two gift tosses. Heller, back Roberta ‘ Metcalf of Philipsburg, both
ended as both Dahlberg and Pennoyer! in the game, was getting the tip and of whom underwent appendicitis oper
• converted their single shots. • Score] Coach Wicks of the Tigers sent Pen ations recently, and Hazel Abbott of
Grizzlies 24, Tigers 21.
Conrad, whose jaw was broken in a
noyer back in.
^Starting the second half, Fox took] C arte scored and Idaho made one toboggan accident, will not return to
•he tip from Dahlberg and converted point on a presentation arid the score school until spring quarter.
from the side court. Mullica andj favored Idaho 46-44. Heller missed,
Uute followed fast and scored in sue] Fox missed and with 20 seconds to go,
•cession. The advantage w ent to the Tigers held onto the ball and the
Phone 2442
Idaho, 26-25. Erickson substituted for] game ended, Idaho 46, Montana 44.
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
McDonald.
-Tonight the two teams meet again,
I’d never thought much about what’s inside a
BEAUTY PARLOR
a t 8 o’clock in the men’s gymnasium,
'{ Tigers Stretch Lend
136 Higgins Ave.
Chesterfield
cigarette. But I have just been reading
|Two fouls were called in rapid suc-j Summary
of Montana Grizzlies (44)
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
lesion, but the Tigers were able to University
” ’■
something that made me think about it.
Agister only one g ift'to ss. Thomas —Brown, rf (4); McDonald, if (6);
Just think o f this, some o f the tobacco in Chest
Raveled fast the length of the floor Heller, c (2); Hileman-,-rg (4); Fox,
^ take a long pass from Leute on a lg (6); Dahlberg, c (12); Erickson,
erfield—the Turkish—comes from 4 0 0 0 miles away!
k*P into the air and a quick one arm If (2); Fitzgerald, r t (6); Hinman,
And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed
*hot into tire hoop. Fitzgerald went g (2), ,
College of Idaho Tigers (46)— |
*Mor Brown. For the second time
by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small
Phone 8118
in the contest the maximum of five Thomas, rf (8); Katsilometes, If (4);
and delicate.
Wots separated the two teams. Both Eagen, c (0); Leute, rg (8); Mullica, |
Dry Cleaners
:^?asIon8 found the Tigers with Qie lg (10); Carte, c (9); Pennoyer, If
Of course I don’t know much about making
(1); Hale, r f (0).
advantage.
Field goals—Grizzlies, 18; Tigers,
cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are
^Fitzgerald was hot and hit on his
Grot try. -Fox broke up an Idaho 17; free throws—Grizzlies 8, Tigers
- m e c iy c w e tU -tU c d ’s A fd c l& r
milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.
threat and passed to Fitzgerald who 12; personal fouls—Grizzlies 12, Tig
They satisfy—and that’s what counts with me!
fipbbled half tire length of the court ers 12; missed free throws—Grizzlies
—
f
n
t
c
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c
w
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d
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d
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&
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The First and Oldest
aink a short one. Mullica retaliated 8. Tigers 5.
National Bank In
Referee—Porter (Nebraska); timers
?ith ^a long one. Fitzgerald again;
Montana
followed by Mullica In close. Kat- —Adams (Montana)' and Plastino
D 1933, Iico r rr ft Myers T obacco Co .
*$j>metes hack; into the game for Pen- (Idaho); scorer—Kennedy.

Swim Meet
Is Captured
By S. A. E.
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Group Gives
Spanish Play
On Thursday

Second Round
Of Tournament
Held Saturday

Collegiana

Washington as an Engineer.^ N« |
members are to be voted in.

Philatelic Society
P. Bischoff Speaks
Will Meet Tonight
At Press Meeting

Masquer meeting will be held a
Cercle du Chevalier de la Verendrye U.gp Wednesday5evening in the Litt],
Out of the chute on Collegiana!
Members of the Missoula Philatelic
will
meet
Thursday
evening
a
t
the
Theatre.
'
Mary Sulgrove Is Named Secretary
Though a bit tardy—having missed the ociety will meet this evening at the
-------- home of Astrid Arnoldson a t 7:30. It
At Meeting Wednesday
home
of
Prof.
C.
H.
Riedell,
636
Uni
•egular publication data—the campus
__ | will be a “Do as you please” party
Phi Lambda meeting a t 7:30 Thurs
Arts nnd Sciences and Forestry Teams literary magazine published Monday versity avenue. Those interested in
Personal Experiences in Central | in the m atter of entertainm ent Alljday evening in the Old Science $ | | |
Win from Journalists nnd
postage stamp collections are invited America” was tho subject of a talk students of IE rank or' above are in- ing.
has deviated slightly from the usual
Pharmacists
to attend,
given by Prof. P. A. Bischoff before vited.
Masquers to Present Translation
display of articles to a wild west edi
The society was organized four Press club In the Shack Wednesday
There will be & meeting of the rep
Of “Sunny Morning”
Inter-college basketball went into the tion. Wo do not condemn but merely years ago by Professor Riedell. At
Dr. J. P. Ritchey will address mem resentatives to the Intersorority^th
night
For Program
second round Saturday morning with note the change with interest. Others that time an exhibition of postage
bers of the Fellowship group on "Sex letic board Friday a t 4 o’clock in thi
Professor Bischoff related incidents
two games, the first going to the Arts
stamps was displayed in Room 301, in which ho had dealings with the j and Christian Standards of Life" a t a women’s gymnasium.
Two comedies by the Quintero and Sciences team by the top-heavy have remarked.
meeting at 616 Eddy avenue a t 8
Main hall. A canvass was then made
brothers, “Asi Se Escribe La Historia,” score of 60-12, and the second contest The opening pages—the editorials— of those interested in stamp collecting resident of Nicaragua and many o’clock tonight. Anyone interested is
are true to form. It is amusing to
other -prominent Central American
and “Sunny Morning,” are to be pre to the Foresters who won a 22-19
observe th at Collegiana is also dis and the club was formed. Since then, figures. “There are only two classes urged to attend.
sented Thursday evening - it 7:30 thriller.
appointed with the lack of support. meetings have been held every two of people in Central America,” said
First Game
The next Druid meeting will be held
“Asl
Se
weeks.
o’clock in the Little Theater.
Bischoff, “the rich class and the poor,
The Arts and Sciences quint won The title pages inform us that the
Wednesday, February 22, at the home =
the middle class is practically extinct."
ROOM AND BOARD
Escribe La Historia,” a two-act play its second contest, defeating the Jour booklet is “Published by the Students
of
J. W. Severy, 124 Strand avenue. | _
the open range which we will never He told of some places in -this trop
is to be given in Spanish by students nalists, 60-12, in a wild game. Clar of the State University of Montana.”
BOARD—$16
TWO MEAL8, |
Too bad th at The Students do not allow to die. Sparrow and Hinman ical country th at have practically no
Home Economics meeting will be
of Spanish under the direction of Elsie ence Watson led the winners, scoring
flood the copy desk with contributions show knowledge of their subjects.
law; “Law here is Just what one held Thursday a t 7:30 o’clock in th e | three meals, per month; choice o
Eminger of the Department of For 20 points. Vidro contributed 10 tallies
[menu;
excellent home cooking I
instead of leaving it for th at select "What Every College Student makes it. The South American In
and Crowley threw 8 scores.
Natural Science building.
Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
eign Languages, and Eva Lesell, as
Arts & Sciences (50)—Journalists (12) few who are more than overworked. Should Know” by Anonymous—we dian,” said Bischoff, “was exploited
sistant director. The translation of
French club meeting Thursday has ■VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FR01
.-Hazelbaker (8) And another thing—imagine the board hope that “Anonymous" isn’t at large long before the Spaniards came and
Lewon (4) .
of editors capitalizing on the students’ on the campus. She would most cer killed the better class of Indians.” His been postponed.
“Sunny Morning” was made by Mar
campus; homelike atmosphere,;goot j
Forward
tainly
corrupt
freshman
minds.
What
stories
of
corruption
and
graft
in
Cen
pennies.
eats; $20 per month.
jorie Minnehan, a Spanish major, and ,
Pi Mu Epsilon will meet a t Craig __________________ _______
In our estimation, Dick O’Malley, a contrast between this article and tral American governments were very
will be produced by the Montana, Mas
.„Rat£ (1) contributing “Hobo," scored again. Dr. Porter’s lecture at Monday’s con interesting and were explained by an hall tomorrow at 7:30 o’clock. Edward NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 72 ||
quers, under the direction of Harold
“Hobo,” which deals with the wander vocation. Road it and agree with incident with the Nicaraguan presi Skoog will give a talk entitled “George) Eddy. Phone 5438.
Center
Shaw.
...Wilson ings of God’s wild children, is inter President Clapp, “there is not enough dent, who, after listening to Blschoff’s
The cast of “Asi Se Escribe La His Crowley (8) .
estingly written, vivid and most as-1constructive thinking on this campus.” complaints about the ever present de-1
Guard
toria”:
B a rbarita------------------ Lucille Saner Vidro (10) _________McEeacheron (3) suredly true to the life of the bum. Tom Coleman and Kenneth Peck ficiencies in the South and Central
It is excellent copy ju st now because presented reviews of “Death in the American governments, showed the
V irginia______________ -Rose Glrson
Guard
T u la _______________ Mildred Dorsey Substitutions: Arts and Sciences— it is a problem placed, before the Afternoon" by Ernest Hemingway, professor a cablegram telling of (he
American people, an outgrowth of the which were as different as black and latest developments of the Tea-Pot
M onica__________ Frances Jefferson Stroup (4), Schmoll (4).
depression. Thousands were “on the white, yet each fair. Coleman, spar Dome scandal In the United States.
If you have not already made arrangements for your formaf|
Maria M artin _____ Margaret Johnson
Second Game
During the meeting, a new secretary
In the second game Saturday morn- prod” last summer, including many ing the blue pencil, proved a true
Maria Bedoys______________ PhyllisLehman
6utfit, come in and let us explain our rental-purchase plan..;
critic by analyzing the novel without was elected and editors appointed to
the Foresters triumphed over the unfortunate youths.
Maria Cordero______Frances Morrell
manage
the
"Splinter,"
a
Press
club
comparison
with
other
works
by
the
Don Clements_______Ellsworth Price Pharmici8ts, 22-19, in a thrilling con Professor W. R. Ames has a thought
Our Suits Range in Price From $19.75 to $27.50 and May
Lazaro _______ _— Tom Brenner test. Ostrum led the winners with for the future and it Is too bad that author. Peck condemned Hemingway’s publication. Mary Sulgrove was elec
Be Had on a Rental Basis
A lberto____________________ Glenn Reddick
eight points, and Rowe was high it could not be inaugurated to work most recent novel as a "pot-boiler," ted secretary of the Press club and
C horrito_____ ________ Cliff Walker scorer for the losers with seven tallies. on seniors graduating this June. How which is no crime even for an author Robert Busey, Harry Hainill, Moral
Pharmacists (19) ever, the Guidance Advisorship would in this time of depression.
Whlttinghill and Hermlna Oirson were
Castaneda___ _____ ___ Allen Conrad Foresters (2
SHIRTS, $2.50 to $3J>0; COLLARS, 20c to 35c; STUD SETS, $1-00
..Woods (2) have to function more accurately than
The cast of “Sunny Morning” is as Ostrum (8) .
We enjoyed the poems by Betty j named as “Splinter1 editors.
NEW POINTED-END TIES, $1.00
follows:
our present system of advisory men. Foot, and Leonard Kenfield’s “Christ- a picture was taken of the group
Dona L a u ra ________________ GloriaProctor
Hancock (6) .
'The Wild Bunch” by Dusty Spar mas Carol” was well done but not for the 1933 Sentinel.
P e t r a __________________ —.EleanorSpeaker
-------------- ——— —row and “The Rodeo Man” by Jack appropriate even as filler. Richard
...Honnold (2)
Don Gonzalo_________ Gene Hunton
Hinman are interesting and have an Lake’s review of campus plays was Members of Alpha Kappa Psi were
Near the Wilma
Ju anito _______________George Scott
appeal. We of the cow country are flattering and rightfully so. The Mas- entertained last Saturday night at a
The first Spanish' play to be given
at the home of Clarence
proud of our “hoss flesh” and our quern have enjoyed a more prosperous
here was “El Bigote Rubio,” a simple
Guard
prowess in the saddle, a romance of season this year than in some time.
one-act slapstick comedy, which was White (2) — ---- —— ... Kim pel (6)
presented inl925. Miss Eminger, then
Guard
a sophomore in the University, took Substitutions: Foresters — Roskie
part in i t After a period of several
Welton, Benson; Pharmacists—
years in which there were no Spanish Dussault.
plays, they were started again. This The schedule will be resumed Wed
is the fifth consecutive year that nesday with two games. At 7:30
Spanish students have presented
'clock, the Journalists will meet the
play in the original. "This is the only Lawyers, and a t 8:30 o’clock, the Busi
State University in the Northwest that ness Ad and Pharmacy teams will
makes any effort to offer this special play.
training to its Spanish students,” said
Miss Eminger.
“Their collaboration is thoroughly
successful from every point of view,’
she continued, in speaking of the
Quintero brothers, writers of the
plays. “They always collaborate, the 'Iiysical Ed Exhibition on March 7
older one doing all the writing, how
Will Include Dancing, Tumbling
ever. They represent the tendency of
Spanish literature to be regional. They
Folk dancing, clogging, fencing,
excell in their creation of type, char :Ioor work, tumbling and basketball
acter and costume; they are not pri ill be Included in the program for
marily concerned with plot. They the women’s physical education dem
portray a cross-section of life as they onstration which is scheduled for
know it in the different regions in March 7,” Eva Lesell, manager of arSpain.”
angements for the affair, stated yes^
“In Asi Se Escribe La Historia,” the terday.
story centers around Pueblo de las
Most of the work is being done in
Mujeres, a small town near Sevilla, he regular class periods. There are
made up of simple, but gay people.
be three clog numbers and three
It is here one finds the music, cast folk dances. One of the folk dances
anets, tambourines and Spanish ill be given by all the students in the
dances one connects with the “roman folk dancing class. The entire clog
tic” Spain. For the lack of other ex ging class will also give a number.
citement, natives have kept a family Sixteen women will give a demonstra
feud alive for more than three cen tion of floor work and there will be
turies. The title is significant, for the
fencing match. A special class is
story deals with Don'Clemente and bis working on tumbling under the direc
attempts to write a true history of his tion of. Laura Martin.
ILLUSION:
region when he is surrounded with "While the majority of the plans are
the gossip of three centuries, more as yet tentative, we hope to arrange
Josie, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.
strongly fixed in the minds of the in
A t the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air
basketball game between the two
habitants than the truth. All this learns winning the championship of
to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, qo ladder l A phe
forms a background for a love story. the tournaments now in progress,
nomenal leap for a w om an, , , o r a man 1
Besides the English summary of the 'his year’s meet will include more
EXPLANATION:
Spanish play which was written by participants than it has in other years
Miss Lesell, Miss Eminger has pre and promises to be varied and inter
Josie didn’t ju m p . . . she was sprung/ T h e twenty-foot leap
pared summaries in Spanish, with the esting,” Miss Lesell stated. *
is not dependent on Josie’s ability, but on a powerful spring
necessary vocabulary and certain
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist
speeches taken directly from the play.
upward through the air. T h e force is so violent that the lady
PILGRIM MEETING SUNDAY
Magic has its place...but not in ciga Such magic, however, seldom holds
Copies of the Spanish summaries may
wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as
the audience. Your taste finally telfs
rette advertising.
be obtained from Miss Eminger;' the
‘Learning to Be a Leader” was
she starts her astonishing leap.
Consider the illusion that there is you the truth.
English summaries will be given out the topic for discussion at a meeting
The cigarette flavor that never stales,
with the programs. A charge of
of the Pilgrim club Sunday evening at
a mysterious way to give cigarettes a
cents will be made and receipts over :30 o’clock a t the University Con
never varies, never loses its fresh ap
superior “flavor.”
the expenses of the Spanish depart gregational church. New and former
peal, comes from mild, ripe, fragrant,
explanation! Cigarette flavor can be
ment will go to the Masquers.
members will be welcomed. The club
controlled by adding artificial flavor more expensive tobaccos...blended to
also sponsored a dance at the church
ings. By blending. Amd by the quality bring out the full, round flavor of each
last Friday night, which was attended
type of leaf. It’s the quality of the to
of tobaccos used.
by a good sized number of students.

Classified Ads

RENT A TUXEDO

The Sport Shop

Co-ed Demonstration
ias Varied Program

I t ’stun to be
... it ’s more tun to Know

Business Ad Club
Will Be Limitec

Only Students Who Show Greatest
Interest In Work Can Belong
In an attempt to increase the effi
ciency of the Business Ad club as
instrument in promoting interest
the School of Business Administration,
the club is being reorganized into
limited membership group, according
to Flora Horsky, newly-elected presi
dent
The maximum membership has been
placed at 26. Though the group does
not now include this number, new
members will be picked from lime
time from those students who seem
most interested in their work in
School of Business Administration,
this way the group will consist only
of those people who are most inter
ested in and capable of carrying
the work planned by the group.

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4<M)7

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

Cheap, raw tobaccos can be “ built
up” or “ fortified” by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.

bacco that counts!

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
Because Camel actually pays millions
more every year for choice tobaccos,
you find in Camels an appealing mild
ness, a better flavor.
And Camels taste cooler because
the welded Humidor Pack of threeply, MOISTURE-PROOF cellophane
keeps them fresh.

___ _ N O

TRICKS
..J U S T COSTLIER
TOEACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS

BL END

